
Bere Mill history

Introduction

Bere Mill straddles the River Test upstream of Whitchurch on the parish 
boundary with Laverstoke.  The mill   has two attached  barns at right angles 
which run north-south along the river.   A small mill-keepers house is situated 
in the north-east corner of the complex of buildings. 

Mills are a combination of water power and buildings The earth works for 
Bere Mill were probably constructed in saxon times, although the current 
building was competed in 1710....a plaque on the front of the mill records that 
it was constructed by the widow Dean.  She and her husband  are buried in 
St Nicholas Church Freefolk.

My knowledge of the building starts in 1993 when we saw the property 
advertised  for sale with around 20 acres of meadow. The sellers were Portals 
who had acquired the building in the 1710s and had owned it continuously 
since then.   They founded the family business in the mill in 1714.

We purchased a small mill house in very poor and unimproved condition; an 
abandoned fish farm in one of the barns; a car park to the side of the house 
used for agricultural storage; and the walled garden and orchard in a state of 
abandonment.   The industrial and agricultural use of the site had come to an 
end and Portals were seeking a new residential occupant. 

In this brief talk I am going to describe the landscape in which the mill is 
situated. I am then going to discuss the buildings which currently exist and 
how they have been altered over the years; and pay a little attention to the 
agriculture of the surrounding valley.   I am then going to describe how the 
buildings have been used and tell the story of some of the occupants.

I am not a historian and am unused to either the historical method or 
historical writing. So excuse me if this is rather simplistic!  I thank Geoff Hyde 
for the opportunity to prepare  this note, but I am acutely aware of what I don't 
know.....and  I hope that you will fill me in with the missing facts and figures of 
what I bring up. However, I also know that there is much that I don't know that 
I don't know...and what would be really valuable is if you are able to raise 
these new questions  for me to think about further.



The story I am going to tell is dominated by the Portal family who directed the 
eponymous business from the early 1700s till after the Second World War. 
They were wealthy enough to see their own preferences carried into action; 
but worked within an environment of current industrial technology and socio-
economic circumstances. Our acquisition of the house coincided closely with 
changes in the Portals business which was sold a mere five years after we 
moved to Bere Mill to De la Rue, the Basingstoke based bank note printer.

The landscape

I want to start very briefly with the landscape around Bere Mill and follow the 
old distinction between 'champaigne grounde' and other 'woodland' that Wm 
Harrison made in the sixteenth century....the same distinction is made by 
Oliver Rackham between plannned and ancient landscapes. Harrison points 
out that in the woodland country 'the houses lie scattered abroad, eache one 
dwelling in the midst of his owne occupying'.  Bere Mill falls into this category 
and its features and function follow the possibilities that the landscape in this 
part of Southern England,  the chalk, makes possible.

Here are  the elevated rolling hills and deep and sheltered valleys of the 
Hampshire Basin. The watershed of these hills lies just to the north or 
Basingstoke and south and east of this line rivers run to the south 
coast.....remarkably clear having been fed by the chalk aquifers and emerging 
as strong springs, rich with aquatic life due to the alkaline property of the 
water., and with a flow that does not vary greatly across the seasons.   The 
River Test rises  some 8km to the north east of Whitchurch in Ashe Park.

These geologic structures turned into the current landscape in the most 
recent Devensian ice age:  tho we lie to the south of the extent of glacial 
cover the water locked up in the chalk was frozen and the valleys were cut as 
deep incisions when water  from under the glaciers made its way to the sea. 
The fact that the sea level rose and fell with climate change led to the valleys 
being filled with peat and alluvial material.  Thus the broad valleys and alluvial 
bottoms that now define the area.

Bere Mill's 'occupying' is the river, the chalk, the valley and the low land each 
side of the river.   

Traditional buildings in the Hampshire Basin are generally of brick and brick 
and timber, sometimes decorated with knapped flint.  There is some 



thatching; and chalk, too soft to build with, is used for cob in walls which are 
then plastered with lime.   All these materials are present at Bere Mill.  

I do not know  if the abundance of footpaths that connect the Mill to 
Whitchurch, Micheldever, Overton and further afield are just local footpaths 
connecting the mill as a place of employment and trade to local settlements, 
some quite recent; or are part of more extensive ancient ways. Certainly the 
main Harroway, in use at least since Saxon times, runs the other side of the 
valley snaking around the current route of the railway. 

But the main lane past Bere Mill has a very ancient feel- you climb the hill out 
of town; turn right past the Gables, the residential  conversion of the old 
poorhouse; you walk down the lane; cross the bridge-  and then hold the 
contour straight along the valley side until you drop down to the tiny St 
Nicholas Church at Freefolk, of Saxon origin and rebuilt in the fourteenth 
century.  You can turn right up the hill and walk to Micheldever; continue 
straight to Overton and Basingstoke; or left to link up with the Haroway. If you 
are going in the opposite direction you can go to Whitchurch, then Longparish 
and on to Andover, Salisbury etc.

I suspect that the bridge is the oldest remaining structure at Bere Mill. It still 
appears gawky as a result of the Edwardian embellishment of a parapet; but I 
would love to be able to establish its exact origins with some core samples 
from its structure. It is  located in the  shallowest stretch of the river for some 
distance upstream or down and it may have started life as a ford.

The buildings

The mill house and the easterly of the barns attached to it are built in hand 
made brick, effectively without foundations.  The site on which the house is 
built is around 50cm above the level of the surrounding meadows and is 
entirely free from flooding.

The mill and the west barn are clad in pitch pine from the first floor.  The 
house and east barn have two stories and an attic level and are built in brick. 
The majority of the building has its original tile roof tho' part of the east barn is 
thatched.  The buildings are very little altered externally since the early 
eighteenth century and retain their original oak window frames, doors,   and 
roof tiles.   Some of the 18th century fittings remain in the house and much of 
the glass in the windows is original.  



To the north of the house is a stable block and barn of indeterminate age. We 
suspect these buildings may have started life as cottages but were burnt 
down in the 1840s and reconstructed as stables. To the east is a south west 
facing kitchen garden and orchard surrounded by a traditional lime render 
and cob Hampshire wall, capped with old tiles. Portals built two cottages for 
farm workers beyond the bridge in late Victorian times.

In the mill proper the east barn was used for paper making and comprised a 
low headroom ground floor no more than 1.8m high. Above this was a 
mezzanine floor on which the presses to make the paper were located. The 
west barn must originally have been used for storage.

So, we have two barns; a mill; and the house. The river Test runs north-south 
through the site....under the mill straddling the river; to the west into a mill 
pond; and to the east in a carrier which runs to a lake and then to the water 
meadows  south of the house.  A further carrier brings water from upstream to 
the meadows either side of the Bere Mill lane.

The east barn was where the paper making took place and it shows no sign 
of subsequent usage (thus since the early C19th) apart from agricultural 
storage. It has been converted by us to residential use, which involved 
removing three remaining beams which held up the mezzanine floor; 
underpinning the walls,  and pouring a hard floor in place of the compacted 
mud floor.

There are no remains of the original water race or wheel in the mill. What we 
have is a Gilkes of Kendal turbine installed in 1904 to supply electricity to the 
Portals factory at Laverstoke, and said to be the only Gilkes equipment of this 
age still running; and an electric engine acting as a generator which was 
brought from the Portals factory in the 1930s. The control equipment for the 
generator is still in place looking as if were out of a pre-war Dracula movie.

The first floor of the mill is of little interest as it was  refitted relatively recently 
as part of a fish farming operation that ran from the 1960s to 1980s. The top 
floor of the mil and the west barn are however the original mill fitted in the 
early C18th.   The bins in which the rags and then the  corn was stored still 
line a central alleyway;  the bins run along each side  and are separated by 
hoppers down which the corn was dispatched to fall on the stones below to 
be milled.  The hoists, leather funnels and pulleys by which rags and then 
corn was drawn from the ground floor and delivered to the bins, and then 
dropped down to the stones below, are still in place.  



This is a marvellously complete internal fitting of a mill and gives a very 
atmospheric picture of the process involved. The walls of the barn at first floor 
level are made of vertical slats on runners which can be pushed aside to 
allow air circulation. One can speculate that the drying racks for the paper 
were located here with the slats opened to circulate the air.   The bottom eight 
metres of the corn mill fittings were destroyed in the 1950s  to house two 
large caste iron tanks as a water store.

The mill keepers house which is now our home must today be almost 
identical in external appearance to what it was in the C18th. The house faces 
north with two   rooms on the ground floor to left and right leading off a central 
 corridor which runs back from  the front door. The Portals coat of arms are 
engraved above the front door; rather obscured by  a porch which was added 
in the C19th. 

These north facing rooms must surely have been the mill offices in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth  centuries.  Behind them is is a large central 
chimney complex and behind this the kitchen, complete with a large fireplace 
and bread oven; and scullery off to the side. This  was the kitchen for the mill: 
it would have led through to a refectory  for the workers and apprentices 
located in what is now the top of the east barn. 

On the first floor of the house are now three bedrooms leading off  a central 
hall, two rooms facing north and one south; and one floor up there are two 
attic rooms.   Thus a relatively small house which suits us well!

There are extensive signs, however, that the house was once much larger 
than it now is.  Door openings, now cupboards, lead from the first floor and 
ground floor rooms back towards the barn; there are remains of a staircase 
going up towards the attic from the barn which has been knocked out; and the 
workshops off to the side  of the east barn have clear signs of two storey 
occupation, for instance with a row of windows high up at first floor level.

So our supposition is that the eighteenth century floor plan of Bere Mill would 
have shown mill offices and kitchens on the ground floor;   a north facing 
drawing room, as is often the case in Georgian houses, and attached 
withdrawing room on the first floor- And the  a warren of bedrooms behind 
these formal rooms on the first floor; continuing up into the attics.  



The remains of these rooms are still in place in the roof......they have 
staircase access but no windows or washing facilities, just rough sleeping 
areas in the eaves of the house.  I wonder if they have been used since the 
C18th?

The top 10m of the current barn  was thus a two floor part of the house, 
demolished possibly in 1904 when wider renovations took place; possibly 
earlier as the rooms were not in use and had deteriorated beyond repair? 
Such a layout would allow us to see where the 10 children, doubtless some 
workers and 12 apprentices of the Portal family were housed in the early 
C18th. 

The floor area of the original house  would have been approximately double 
what we now have.

And the 1904 renovation?   This was around substituting the old water wheel 
which drove the mill stones with a 'modern' turbine. The earth works of the 
mill were altered with the introduction of a concrete pad and a conical pit 
down which water fell to drive a vertical shaft where power was taken off to 
drive the generator. 

At the same time ameliorative works were carried out to the house. This 
included propping up- 50 foot heavy beams at ground and first floor level; 
building ties to the front and back walls attached to these beams;  brick 
balustrades on three sides of the house for reinforcement; and a new wall 
built  between the house and the barn to add stability, and to hold up a new 
roof. 

There was an unfortunate addition of two toilets in a vertical shaft built crudely 
on the west side of the house.....we should have knocked this down in our 
initial renovation but we had the thought that we may need to put in a lift 
 when we are elderly. And a small extension was added to the south to 
accomodate a bedroom above a utility room. 

Brick walls were built along the river banks to allow more water to be 
impounded to drive the new turbine.   The old bridge had its balcony removed 
and replaced and may have been reinforced. And some beautiful brick work, 
tumbrils they are called, provides overflow channels if too much water was 
impounded.  The mill pool was also defined with a semi-circle of high quality 
brick work.



Why was Bere Mill not abandoned like so many other mills in the late 
nineteenth century and indeed got comprehensively refurbished to a higher 
standard of workmanship than is apparent in any earlier part of the buildings? 
  Thousands  of mills went out of operation and became derelict at this time 
as metalled roads allowed corn to be carried outside the local parish and as 
the country was supplied with enormous quantities of imported corn which 
was milled at new roller mills close to the  docks as it came off the ships from 
America and Australia.

I think the answer is partly economic- the water power in place could be used 
to   generate electricity which was fed to the glazing mill at Laverstoke by a 
Siemens coaxial cable laid at the bottom of the rive.    But  prestige too: 
 Portals had become an important company who were proud of the house 
where the business had started: they wanted to do it up and show it off.  What 
other excuse for the sumptuous brickwork that one now finds around the mill, 
which experts say are about the best water meadow structures in 
Hampshire?  In 1962, on the 250th anniversary of the company, the Queen 
visited the house and was shown over in some detail. 

Finally,  the residential conversion carried out by my family; the third large 
building project carried out at Bere Mill since 1712?  To the house this has 
been essentially modernisation of services and insulation and the addition of 
two bathrooms.  We have converted the disused east barn into an 
entertaining area while making no changes to the external fabric; hanging the 
modern wall coverings, panelling etc on an oak frame built just inside the 
existing barn walls. This preserves the conceit that the barn could be turned 
back to its former industrial use with the simple removal of this structure.  

Keeping the place warm and dry has been exceedingly difficult, but has finally 
succeeded, with secondary double glazing specifically designed for historic 
houses; and  heat pumps extracting heat energy from the river.

We have left the mill and west barn more or less as we found it while carrying 
out  structural support and wood preservation.  It allows one to see 
graphically the history of paper and corn milling, water generation and fish 
farming.   

And we are grateful to the previous owners who left us an unmodernised 
complex of buildings;  ones on which a reasonable standard of estate 
maintenance had been exercised which had kept the place largely water 
proof and free of rot. And where some, but not too much damage had been 
done to the historic features of the mill.



River power

The River Test would have flowed as a series of streams and side streams 
across the flood plane at the bottom of the valley until the Middle Ages.  The 
current canalised form of the river is essentially man made and results from 
the desire to capture water power.....concentrate the flow at certain points so 
that it could drive mill machinery and be of use in agriculture.  

There are three mils at Overton and five at Whitchurch, from the Laverstoke 
Mill down to the Fulling Mill: Bere Mill was used for paper making in the 
eighteenth century; corn milling until 1904; and then power generation from 
1904 until 1966.

River water was also used for agriculture.  Water meadows were invented in 
the late C16th.  In essence, water is introduced in a controlled manner onto 
surrounding meadows for two purposes.....to warm the earth and encourage 
grass growth (which starts at  6 deg earth heat); and to fertilise the fields with 
minerals carried down by the river.  The trick is in how to get the water on and 
off the meadows.....if the water is left standing for more than a few days it 
 kills the  grass.

To overcome this problem water engineering systems were developed: at 
Bere Mill there are two artificial side streams that have been constructed- one 
 to the north of the bridge; the other taking water from just above the house to 
the  meadows beyond the garden.

These streams are connected to ridges, along the top of which trenches are 
constructed.   By blocking these trenches water could be forced to flow down 
the side of the ridges to be carried away by ditches that led back to the main 
river or carrier.  The differences in levels between the ridges and the 'drains' 
were very slight, a few centimetres; and the slope of the banks to the ridges 
no more than 1.5 degrees. 

Water meadows were expensive to build but were said to quadruple the yield 
of grass that was 'drowned'. Skilled tradesmen, known as drowners, were 
employed to  manage the meadows. and they  maintained ditches and 
channels and regulated water flows. They too were a considerable expense

At Bere Mill there is extensive evidence of the old water meadow system to 
the south of the house; and to the west on either side of the lane leading 



down to the mill.  The Test valley narrows at around Town Mill but there are 
remains of other water meadows both above and below Whitchurch; and 
down to the A34.....Town Meadow is now a park but was previously a water 
meadow. 

Our  meadows have seen mixed fortunes since the war: the meadows to the 
south have not been improved, ploughed or  drained over the last 100 years; 
and although the outline of the old water meadow structures are clear to see, 
what we have now is a particularly rich wild flower meadow which is 
designated as an SSSI. The fields to the west of the house were ploughed for 
arable crops with the old water meadow structures effectively ploughed out.

On our meadows there are  carefully constructed sluice gates to control the 
water flow onto the meadows; remains of the old main carriers; and a 
disappearing pattern of ridges and ditches across the fields. Most impressive 
is a tunnel to take water under a bridge which must have been used to allow 
hay carts to move on and off the water meadows.  

You can also see a carrier and the associated brick works from the bridge half 
way down Bere Mill lane.  Along this 200m stretch of stream   there are no 
less than three sluice gates with sophisticated brick structures which were 
points where water could be dammed and then diverted onto the meadows.

Both corn milling and water meadows came under challenge  in the late 
nineteenth century.  

The monopoly of local corn mills were hit by metalled roads which allowed 
farmers to move out of their own parishes when their grain needed to be 
milled; and of course by the Corn Laws which led to the import of large 
quantifies of grain from North America and which made arable crops 
uneconomic throughout England for much of the second half of the C19th .

Water meadows became too expensive to maintain with the wage increases 
of the late C19th; and the concurrent introduction  of artificial fertilisers which 
farmers could spread on fields. 

It was a realistic decision of Portals to discontinue corn milling and instal 
electricity generation  to capture the water flow of the river in 1904.



There is a nice description of the early years of power generation in a County 
history (Read) of 1908:

'winking copper and polished steel of an awesome mass of machinery 
pulsating with the magic force it harnesses to transmit power to the whirling 
wheel-bands of the modern mill some two miles away

'and the dull thud of the monster....heard ...by the red-brick bridge

But  this turbine station did not last long and was discontinued by Portals in 
1936.   The generator was downgraded to a simple electric engine providing 
electricity for Bere Mill and the associated cottages. 

This stopped in 1966 when the house was put on mains electricity!  And this 
marked the end of the uses of river water for milling of paper, corn and 
electricity; and to flood the water meadows.

The inhabitants of Bere Mill

Although we have a reference to Bearemyll in the Hants Record Office from 
1590, we know very little of what went on here until the the mill was  rented 
by a Huguenot  Henri de Portal about 1714.  Henri had come to England as a 
refugee in 1710, had been apprenticed as a paper maker at a Huguenot-run 
paper mill at South Stoneham; and was naturalised Henry Portal at 
Winchester in 1711.  He came from a distinguished French Protestant family 
who had fallen foul of the Protestant oppression that followed the revocation 
of the Treaty of Nantes by Louis XIV.

Henri sounds the most capable and enterprising of men.   In the course of the 
next ten years he married the daughter of the local big house Dorothy Hasker 
of Northington and started on a family that produced eight live survivors; 
established his business with other French apprentices from S Stoneham; 
and had shown sufficient business growth by 1718 to rent and then build onto 
Laverstoke Mill.  

Note that we are not talking about industrialised paper making but rather a 
highly skilled hand made agricultural craft introduced into England in the late 
C15th.  The River Test is good for paper making....very clean water reduces 



impurities in the finished paper; regular flow allows the water wheel to be 
driven at all times of year; and alkalininity helps bind the paper pulp fibre. 

Portal would have needed to have craftsman to carry out the main  paper 
making tasks;  cleaning white sorted rags; retching to soften the fibres; 
breaking, beating and brushing to create the pulp; attaching pulp to the 
moulds; expelling the water from the pulp; hanging, drying and hand finishing 
the paper.   Good quality paper needs care and attention to detail, patience, 
and skill.  

Henri was producing sufficiently high quality paper to win a contract with the 
Bank of England in 1724 to supply  paper for bank notes .... a contract that 
the company still holds today.  Given that there were some 450 paper mills in 
England and Wales at this time this is no mean feat for an immigrant who had 
arrived in Britain 15 years before.

Henri lived at Bere Mill until the 1740s and ran the business from there. 
    Bank of England paper was largely made at Laverstoke under the 
supervision of the Bank Officer, while Bere Mill continued to make the paper 
for the 24 regional banks that the company also supplied.

We have a record  that an order for paper for the Bank of Ireland was 
completed from Bere Mill in 1815. Paper making was still continuing using the 
hand made prcoesses:  but around the same year the mill was converted to 
grind corn where it fell under the aegis of the Laverstoke estate and 
benefitted from the boom in corn prices at the end of the Napoleonic wars. 
Less so later in the century when there are records of two bankruptcies 
 among tenant millers.

The Portal family thrived: they purchased the Laverstoke estate in the 1750s; 
 took positions of influence in the County; and by the century end owned most 
of the large houses of the area....Freefolk House, Northington, Ashe Park, 
Malhanger etc., as well as owning the tolls on the Whitchurch to Basingstoke 
and Whitchurch to  Kingsclere roads.  In the 1790s they built Laverstoke 
House and laid out a grand park.

Elder brothers were landed gentry; younger brothers ran the business. They 
were long lived with only seven generations of the family in charge of affairs 
between 1712 and the 1950s.  Not only did they realise the need for total 
quality and reliability if they were to satisfy their client; they also fostered a 
partnership  approach to the task that must have suited both Bank and 



Portals well. In 1815 for instance the Bank persuaded Portals to become its 
exclusive supplier and to give up selling paper to other banks. So trusting was 
the relationship that the Portals family went along with this seemingly 
disadvantageous arrangement that tied them to one customer. And the 
mechanisation of paper making which took place from the early nineteenth 
century was accomodated.

But all was not love and friendship: Cobbett passed by in the 1830s and 
famously wrote

'... Whitchurch, ... through which there runs that stream, which turns the mill 
of 'SQUIRE PORTAL, and which mill makes the Bank of England Note-Paper! 
... the river of Whitchurch, which a man of threescore may jump across dry-
shod, ... and which is, to look at, of far less importance than any gutter in the 
WEN! Yet, this river, merely by turning a wheel, which wheel sets some rag-
tearers and grinders and washers and recompressors in motion, has 
produced a greate[r] effect on the condition of men, than has been produced 
on that condition by all the other rivers, all the seas, all the mines and all the 
continents in the world.

... the little sedgy river of Whitchurch! It has, in the short space of a hundred 
and thirty-one years, and, indeed, in the space of the last FORTY, caused 
greater changes as to property than had been caused by all other things put 
together in the long course of seven centuries, though, during that course 
there had been a sweeping, confiscating Protestant reformation.'

The collapse of small milling operations was well advanced by 1904 when 
Joseph Eastman lived at Bere Mill and installed the first electricity for 
Laverstoke Mill; subsequently he put in a similar machine at Laverstoke; with 
his son Rolly born at Bere Mill in 1908.  He restored the Bere Mill turbine in 
1948 when he in turn was chief electrician at Portals; and his son and myself 
did the same in the late 1990s under the supervision of Rolly.

Bere Mill and the surrounding farm land became  part of the Laverstoke 
Estate, with the house let to  estate servants, or business contractors, or 
wealthy friends of the Portals family.    Chamberlain spent a holiday fishing in 
the Upper Test in early June 1939....for no less than four days in June 1940, 
nine months after Munich and three months before the outbreak of the 
Second World War.   Brendan Bracken, Minister of Information in Churchill's 



wartime government kept the house as his country retreat, doubtless 
arranged by Wyndham Portal who was Minister of Works and Buildings. 
 Bracken is well worth looking up:  a wholly self made Irish journalist he was 
the editor then owner of the Financial Times and was responsible for  putting 
it into its present preeminent  shape.   He came to England  in his early 
twenties and got himself admitted to Sedbergh School for a year to have the 
advantage of the old school tie.    After the war Bere Mill was  lived in by the 
kings 'manipulative surgeon' Sir Morton Smart, and subsequently Viscount 
Monck.

The now clean river became a famous fishery and Prince Charles was taught 
to fly fish in the early 1960s by the riverkeeper Charles Smith, who lived at 
Bere Mill; and we have the notes on fly life and aquatic imitations that he 
prepared for his royal pupil.  The barns were later used as a trout hatchery  to 
stock fish on the  Portals owned fishing which stretched  from Whitchurch to 
the source of the Test, seven miles upstream. 

But at the expense of ending a paper with a new hypothesis:   I think the 
great interest of Bere Mill and the fact that so many layers of its history 
remain intact,  is that it has essentially been a 'rental house' for the whole 
period from the 1740s to the 1990s, remaining under the same ownership: 
not much was done to change and modernise and the house and  barns were 
 simply and inexpensively adapted to whatever current demand there was on 
them.  

You can still see in the house and the barns what it was that Henry Portal 
took on in 1712......a mill in its 'owne occupying'; a remnant of pre-industrial 
Britain. 

We had to change this to make a modern and comfortable house and we 
have tried to do this leaving as much of the past in place as possible. We 
would  be pleased to show you round if you would care to visit!


